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Gravity is the force conquering the structure of the universe. By recognizing the components of the universe,
we are estimating the quantity of components composing the universe through size of gravity and gravitational
potential energy (GPE). In this paper, it is being shown that the universe can be born and expanded through
pair creation of positive energy (mass) and negative energy (mass) from zero energy condition [1]. Also, GPE is
composed by 3 units of U++, U−−, and U−+ when negative and positive energy exists, U−+ (GPE between negative
mass and positive mass) has positive values and is the component that makes repulsive gravitational effect [2].
U−+ corresponds with the inner energy of the system and can be interpreted as dark energy. The force by U−+ is
F = ( 4πG

3
)kh(t)Mρrr = 1

3
Λ(t)Mc2r shaped. Also, situations in which U−+ has much higher value than |U−−|+|U++|

depending on the distribution of negative mass and positive mass is possible. This doesn’t mean that 72.1% of dark
energy independently exists, but means that explanation from GPE occurring from 4.6% of negative energy, which is
the same as 4.6% of positive energy, is possible. Moreover, 4.6% of negative energy is the energy which is inevitably
required from zero energy, which is the most natural total energy value in the universe. This discovery implies
that our belief that size of gravitational effect and size of components of the universe would always 1:1 correspond
was wrong. We set up each model from the birth of universe to the present, and calculated GPE using computer
simulation in each level. As a result, we could verify that pair creation model of negative mass and positive mass
explains inflation of the early universe and decelerating expansion, and present accelerating expansion in time series.
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I. Introduction

Gravity is the force conquering the structure of the
universe. By recognizing the components of the universe,
we are estimating the quantity of components composing
the universe through size of gravity and GPE.

In estimating some kind of unknown energy quantity of
universe components, gravity has been a crucial part. For
example, if the universe is composed of some materials
and these materials are always moving in equal velocity,
unknown repulsive energy to offset this attraction was
needed and it was assumed that the size of this energy is
the same as the size of the energy of materials and the
direction should be the opposite.

From the observation on accelerating expansion of the
universe in 1998 [3] [4], we assumed that a repulsive en-
ergy bigger than the total energy of visible matter need
to exist and called this dark energy. Also, this dark en-
ergy has been accepted as an independent energy differ-
ent from matter or dark matter [5].

We have trusted the above analysis on gravity and
GPE had clear validity. However, through current nu-
merical computation, we found that there was possibility

of severe errors in this analysis through gravitational ef-
fect.

In 1957, Professor Bondi examined the characteris-
tics of the negative mass and positive mass motions in
General Relativity [6], and after, Forward looked into
a propulsion method (diametric drive), using negative
mass [7]. Also, there are researches that studied negative
mass about to the recent cosmological phenomena [8–10].

Negative mass is stable at the state of high energy.
So the “problem of the transition of the energy level of
minus infinity” does not occur, and thus positive mass
and negative mass can exist in the same space-time [2]
[11].

In this paper, we show that the universe led to the
current structure of the universe, if we assume pair cre-
ation of positive energy and negative energy in the early
universe. We looked for size of GPE when negative and
positive energy (mass) both exist and try to explain this
GPE value regarding to the current size of dark energy.

II. Birth of the universe from zero
energy state

[Video for Big bang Simulation] [1]



This is a computer simulation that shows you that the
universe led to the current structure of the universe with
pair creation of positive energy (mass) and negative en-
ergy (mass) from the zero energy state.

A. Birth of the Universe from “Nothing”

1)There was a pair creation of positive and negative
energy in the early universe.

2)The total energy of universe is 0. Hawking and Guth
et al. argued that GPE is negative energy, and that such
GPE can offset all positive mass energy during a period
of inflation [12].

3)The acceleration in the expansion of the universe ob-
served suggests the existence of positive energy out of
mass energy, and alternatively, it corresponds to what
the overall GPE of the universe has positive value, indi-
cating that GPE will not able to offset positive energy.

4)Nothing but the GPE doesn’t completely offset mass
energy. And for the birth of the universe from “noth-
ing” and energy conservation at the birth of the uni-
verse, “negative mass”, which corresponds to “negative
energy”, is needed.

5)The basic principle of physics of “lower state of en-
ergy is stable!” is wrong. So it should be modified to
“lower state of energy as far as positive mass is concerned
and higher state of energy as far as negative mass is con-
cerned is stable!” [2] [11].

6)“Transition to the energy level of minus infinity”,
which was used to deny the existence of negative mass,
did not occur, whereas a. Relativistic energy eq., b.
Dirac eq., c. field equation existed [3], suggesting the
existence of negative mass.

B. Structure of Void

1)The presence of primitive void due to a pair annihi-
lation of positive mass and negative mass.

2)The presence of void due to gravitational contrac-
tion between positive mass and repulsive effect between
negative mass.

C. Birth and Expansion of the Universe from
singular point(or domain)

1)Even though all the mass of the universe come to-
gether in one small area on Big Bang, it does not have the
same density as the black hole due to offsetting of density
between positive mass and negative mass. Therefore it
can be expandable.

2)The law of motion of positive mass and negative mass
naturally explains that “expansion after birth” is the es-
sential characteristics of the universe.

3)The expansion of the universe takes place in the state
of total rest mass energy of “0” and, clusters of galaxies
and the void structure can be achieved.

4)Energy conservation and momentum conservation
exists without giving the initial velocity, and expansion
of the universe occurs.

5)It does not require any other force except already
known force, gravity.

III. Significant characteristics of
dark energy and GPE

A. Simulation background and method

1) Physical background
a)Initial energy value of the universe It looks more nat-

ural when an initial energy value of universe is 0. There-
fore, negative energy is needed to offset positive energy
of matters.

If there was pair creation of positive and negative en-
ergy in the beginning of the universe, it is estimated that
the total value of all positive energy will totally offset the
total energy of all negative energy. If we consider only
rest mass energy and GPE, the relation below will be
valid [2].

ET = 0 = (+E) + (−E) = 0
=

∑
(+m+c

2)+
∑

(−m−c2)+
∑
U = 0

(1)

(m+ > 0,m− > 0)
b) m− = m+

To reach zero energy, size of m+ and m− should be dif-
ferent enough as the size of GPE, or GPE can be put as 0
through appropriate placement of particles while making
m− and m+ equal.

The size of m+ and m− can be a different during pair
creation [2], but this paper has purpose in showing possi-
bility of various GPE values depending on the placement
of particles which are pair produced, so the case in which
m+ is equal to m− will be looked into.

c) GPE
If negative mass and positive mass coexist, GPE con-

sists of the below three items [2].

UT = U−+ + U−− + U++ (2)

UT =
i=j=n∑
i,j

(−G(−m−i)m+j

r−+ij
)

+
i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−G(−m−i)(−m−j)
r−−ij

) +
i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−Gm+im+j

r++ij
)

(3)

UT =
i=j=n∑
i,j

(+
Gm−im+j

r−+ij
)

+
i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−Gm−im−j

r−−ij
) +

i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−Gm+im+j

r++ij
)

(4)

GPE between positive masses are negative value.
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U++ =
i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−Gm+im+j

r++ij
)

GPE between negative masses are negative value.

U−− =
i=j=n∑
i,j,j>i

(−Gm−im−j

r−−ij
)

GPE between positive mass and negative mass are pos-
itive value.

U−+ =
i=j=n∑
i,j

(+
Gm−im+j

r−+ij
)

When the number of negative mass is n−, and the num-
ber of positive mass is n+, total potential energy is given
as follows.

UT = (n−×n+)U−+ +(n−(n−−1)
2 U−−+ n+(n+−1)

2 U++)

For example, two pairs exist.

Figure 1: two pairs

UT = (U1+U2+U3+U4)+(U5+U6) = 4U−++1U−−+1U++

(5)

Gravitational potential shows significant characteristic
when negative mass and positive mass both exist. While
n2 positive gravitational potential is produced above,
n2 − n negative gravitational potential are produced.
Therefore, total GPE can have various values.

d)Vacuum Energy

Vacuum energy value which is currently known is an
energy value that is too big [13]. If this vacuum energy
exists, it is difficult to explain why it isn’t easily found
around us.

In the hypothesis of the pair creation of negative mass
and positive mass, Vacuum energy will become exactly 0
because vacuum is the space in which pair creation and
pair annihilation of positive and negative energy occurs.

e)Characteristics of the negative mass

For characteristics of the negative mass, refer to below
video.

[Video for characteristics of the negative mass] [14]

2)Simulation Program

To look into the characteristic of GPE, we used the
simulation program (Demo Version) named Gravita-
tion3D made by Roice Nelson [15]. Only phrase (Demo
Version) is indicated on a screen, there is no functional
limitation.

3)Simulation setting

a)Definition of parameter

A few parameters were needed to be defined for simu-
lation.

Distance between pair creation negative energy and
positive energy(distance of 1 pair) : d0

Minimum distance between particle pairs for density
modification during pair creation : dm

Radius of pair creation range : R0=500
Particle number of pair creation : N0=2000ea (1000

pair)
b)Finding mean value
Through Gravitation3D program, 1000 particle pairs

(total 2000ea particles) were produced by random and
one mean value (GPE) of each distance value was found
5 times each.

c)Verification on program
To check if the calculated results of the program were

correct, we calculated the GPE when 1, 2, and 3 pairs
(consist of 15ea potentials) of particles existed by hand
and confirmed that this value corresponded to the calcu-
lated results of the program.

B. Computer simulation
[Video for results of simulation] [16]

1) Distance=0.01

Figure 2: Distance 0.01

It was found out that U−+ value having positive value
could be much higher than |U++ + U−−|. Thus, even
though the size of positive mass and negative mass was
equal, it could be known that repulsive GPE could be
much higher than attractive GPE.

2) Distance =0.10
We will describe that an unknown repulsive energy

U−+ higher that attraction of visible matter exists for
the energy value of above.

3) Distance =0.19
According to the observance result of WMAP, it is

predicted that current dark energy, dark matter, and
matter is approximately 72.1%, 23.3%, and 4.6%, respec-
tively [5].
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Figure 3: Distance 0.10

Figure 4: Distance 0.19

Dark matter and matter correspond to negative grav-
itational potential because they have attractive gravita-
tional potential and dark energy correspond to positive
gravitational potential because it produces repulsive ef-
fect.

Therefore, observation ratio of current universe is
72.1/27.9 = 2.584. Is shows similar condition to 2.63
which was found above. If conditions are changes, ratio
of negative gravitational potential and positive gravita-
tional potential can have various conditions close to 2.58.

4) Distance =1.00

Figure 5: Distance 1.00

Particle pairs show to overlap (in the process being ex-

pressed in visible size) because of distance between nega-
tive mass and positive mass composing singular particle
pairs are relatively close. Overlapping is unrelated to the
calculation of GPE.

It can be known that distance between singular particle
pairs are much smaller compared to the distance between
other particle pairs. One particle pair corresponds to the
cluster of galaxies in the universe structure. From move-
ment characteristic of negative mass and positive mass,
galaxies and cluster of galaxies have clustering structure
of negative mass in the outside of the galaxy [2].

5) Distance =10.00

Figure 6: Distance 10.00

C. Expansion of the universe
Structure of galaxies or cluster of galaxies surrounding

negative masses in the pair creation model of negative
and positive mass is implied. refer to fig.7,8,9.

Expansion of the universe means increase of the dis-
tance between cluster of galaxies or the galaxy while the
sizes of individual galaxies are the same.

Figure 7: In the structure negative mass surrounds
galaxy composed of positive mass, arrangement of parti-
cles is fixed and distance between galaxies increases.

D. Change of the GPE followed by the den-
sity difference between negative mass and posi-
tive mass

Potential energy can have various values depending
on the density difference of negative and positive mass.
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Figure 8: As R, which corresponds to the dis-
tance of the galaxy, increases, absolute values of
GPE(U++, U−−, U−+, GPE related with + mass (U++ +
U−+) ) decrease while the total GPE is maintained con-
stant.

Figure 9: However, ratio of positive gravitational poten-
tial (Dark Energy) and negative gravitational potential
increases as the universe expands and this is seen to mean
that percentage of repulsive effect increases compared to
the attractive effect of ordinary matter.

There is also difference in acceleration of negative and
positive mass, and this brings change in potential energy.

Negative mass expands faster than positive mass in
situations when density of negative mass is higher than
positive mass density. It could be confirmed through the
simulation of even distribution condition passing [16].

E. Future of the universe

1)As the pair creation hypothesis of negative and posi-
tive mass predicts that dark energy is conserved and den-
sity of dark energy decreases following the expansion of
the universe, it is predicted that the universe will expand
like Figure 10.c.

2)Density difference of negative and positive mass and
movement difference of negative and positive mass im-
plies the possibility of vibration expansion standard to
total GPE of 0. Therefore, Figure 10.b model above is
possible [17].

Figure 10: Accelerating expansion and decelerating ex-
pansion followed by the density difference between nega-
tive mass and positive mass.

F. Centripetal force effect in the galaxy from
dark matter(negative mass) halo out of the galaxy

[Video for Centripetal force effect from negative mass]
[18]

If the negative mass is disposed at the outline, the test
mass vibrates, and a kind of restoring force (This corre-
sponds to the centripetal force when considering rotation
of the galaxy) exists.

This suggests that the halo, dark matter (negative
mass) of the external galaxy could get additional effects
of centripetal force to the inner galaxy.

G. Maybe, dark energy is constant
Currently, dark energy is being observed as though it

has a constant value. Generally, density of subjects that
have local energy distribution should change to 1/r3,
so this model is difficult to explain the constant value.
Therefore, it is easy to consider it as a wrong model.

Figure 11: Where R0=200, it is the situation where the
radius has increased in double to R=400 when the dis-
tance of the particle pairs has decreased to 1/30. It is
the result randomly producing 1000 particle pairs and
finding GPE value.

Looking into the above results (fig.11), the ρ−+ value
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that corresponds to the repulsive GPE density (dark en-
ergy density) is almost being maintained as a constant
even though the volume was increase to 8 times.

In the above mechanism, particle A (positive mass)
and particle B (negative mass) is evenly distributed, and
particle A and particle B do change by 1/r3, but any
physical quantity that comes out of their relation is pos-
sible by constant value.

Of course, dark energy in our model is a variable that
essentially depends on time (refer to fig.30). [2]

H. Observation value of WMAP
1)Pair Creation
Assuming pair creation of negative and positive energy

in the beginning of the universe, it is seen that law of
conservation of energy should be valid for each pairs for
law of conservation of energy to be valid. According to
calculation of the previous paper, it is predicted that size
of negative can bigger than size of positive. [2]

2)Some interpretation
According to the observance result of WMAP, it is

predicted that current dark energy, dark matter, and
matter is approximately 72.1%, 23.3%, and 4.6%, respec-
tively [5].

Now, let’s correspond to the GPE as follows.
Matter = U++ = Negative GPE
Dark Matter = U−− = Negative GPE
Dark Energy = U−+ = Positive GPE
a) | −m−| > m+ : fig.12

Figure 12: In condition of −m− = −2.25m+, results
shown above were gained. This doesn’t prove that the
size of current negative mass is 2.25 times as positive
mass. However, the above result implies that there is
possibility to explain that the size ratio of the 3 pre-
dicted energy by using the “hypothesis of pair creation
of negative and positive mass.”

b) | −m−| = m+ : fig.13
When total rest mass =0, we get below ratio.
Matter = U++ = -83.2 ( ratio: 1)
Dark Matter = U−− = -459.6 ( ratio: 5.523)
Dark Energy = U−+ =+1286.9 (ratio : +15.463) : re-

pulsive gravitational effect
It is similar the ratio of matter(4.6% : 1):dark mat-

ter(23.3% : 5.06):dark energy(72.1% : +15.67 : repulsive
gravitational effect).

Figure 13: m+ = +100 X 6 = + 600. (±1200,0,0),
(0,±1200,0), (0,0,±1200), each 100. −m− = (-0.2
X 500) X 6 = - 600. Negative mass distribution :
center(±1200,0,0), center(0,±1200,0), center(0,0,±1200),
negative mass is spread within R=3-120, md=8. [19]

Through the distribution of a negative mass and a pos-
itive mass when total mass energy is at the state of 0, we
could obtain a similar result to WMAP observation or
predicted ratio.

In this model, the currently predicted energy ratio
comes from the distribution that negative masses are sur-
rounding the galaxy or the galaxy clusters.

I. Results of simulation

1) Even though negative and positive mass have the
same size, total GPE can have +, 0,− values depending
on the placement of each.

2) U−+ value is higher as d0 is smaller and the total
GPE also have a high positive value.

3) Looking into the numerical calculation of B-1)∼ B-
4), it can be seen that positive gravitational potential
value U−+ can have much higher values than negative
gravitational potential values.(138% - 3,201%) If we con-
sider the distance of Planck length level, this value can
have very high values enough to explain inflation. From
the observation result of WMAP, we know that dark en-
ergy value, which generates repulsion, is 2.58 times the
total of matter and dark matter. Until now, it is pre-
dicted that dark matter produces attraction. Closely
look into numbers B-3).

4) Because we judge components of the universe by
gravity or GPE, it can be assumed that there is dark
energy of 2.63 times or inner energy of 2.63 times re-
garding the situation of U−+ value having approximately
2.63 times U++ and U−− values in number B)-3). There
are several situations satisfying 2.58 times. Even if 100ea
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(unit mass +10) positive masses exist and 1000ea (unit
mass −1) negative masses exist, it satisfies about 2.58
times.

5) The above results show that 72.1% of dark energy
doesn’t exist independently, but implies that there is pos-
sibility that negative energy having the same size of pos-
itive energy can emerge.

6) This “increase of dark energy” doesn’t come from a
newly generated space, but shows feature of GPE which
is made by negative mass and positive mass.

IV. Antigravity is the source of
dark energy

For the following three reasons, we have been doubtful
if dark energy has antigravity.

1) Gravity is the force which has ruled the macroscopic
movement of the universe.

2) Dark energy’s scale is similar to the magnitude of
gravity generated from ordinary matters. (About 15
times)

3) Dark energys effect is repulsive.

However, nobody is sure whether dark energy truly
originates from antigravity, for other several reasons as
follows.

1) No antigravity has been observed in laboratories or
around the earth, thus far.

2) Contrary to that the force coming from dark en-

ergy is F = +kr shaped as a ~FΛ = 1
3Λmc2rr̂ shape [20],

antigravity is F = + k
r2 shaped.

3) As dark energy is an unknown effect itself, there
is a possibility that other unknown force different from
existing ones exists.

Since we still have no idea about the source of dark
energy, it’s been hard to call dark energy “antigravity”,
even though it was possible to call it “anti-gravitational
effect”, in the way that its effect is repulsive.

This paper is going to induce a dark energy term
from antigravity, and demonstrate that antigravity is the
source of dark energy.

A. GPE, when antigravity exists.

We are aware of what gravitational self-energy (gravi-
tational binding energy) as the sum of GPE is displayed
as follows, when matters show a three-dimensional spher-
ical distribution.

US = −3

5

GM2

r
(6)

(r: radius, M: the mass of the sphere)
Because we are planning to apply this to cosmology,

Assumption: For simple modeling, we will suppose
that antigravity source has a uniform distribution on a
cosmological scale of a level of cluster of galaxies.

When gravitational self-energy by ordinary matters is
as below in our universe,

UM = −3

5

GM2

r
(7)

Because we don’t know how big GPE by antigravity
is, let’s introduce and indicate a constant kh(hyoyoung
constant) which is easy for comparison as below, for a
simple comparison. Stricity speaking, kh is function of
the time.

UDE = kh
GM2

r
(8)

[2]

B. Force generated by positive GPE.

~F = −∇UDE = −∂UDE
∂r

r̂ = − lim
∆r→0

UDE(r + ∆r)− UDE(r)

∆r
r̂

(9)

UDE(r) = kh
GM2

r
= kh

G( 4π
3 r

3ρr)
2

r
= khG(

4π

3
)2ρr

2r5

(10)

UDE(r + ∆r) = khG(
4π

3
)2ρr+∆r

2(r + ∆r)5 (11)

When considering the law of conservation of mass-
energy,

ρrr
3 = ρr+∆r(r + ∆r)3 (12)

ρr+∆r = ρr(
r

r + ∆r
)3 = ρr(1− 3

∆r

r
+ 6(

∆r

r
)2...) (13)

ρr+∆r
2 = ρr

2(1− 6
∆r

r
+ 21(

∆r

r
)2...) (14)

(r + ∆r)5 = r5(1 +
∆r

r
)5 = r5(1+5

∆r

r
+10(

∆r

r
)2 + · · ·)

(15)

F = − lim
∆r→0

khG( 4π
3 )

2
[ρr+∆r

2(r + ∆r)
5 − ρ2

rr
5]

∆r
(16)

F ≈ − lim
∆r→0

khG(
4π

3
)2ρr

2r5[−1

r
+ (

∆r

r2
)] (17)
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F ≈ +khG(
4π

3
)2ρr

2r5[
1

r
] (18)

~F = +khG( 4π
3 )2ρr

2r5[ 1
r ]r̂

= +khG( 4π
3 )( 4π

3 ρrr
3)ρrr

2[ 1
r ]r̂

= +khG( 4π
3 )Mρrrr̂

(19)

Therefore, the force generated from positive GPE by
antigravity source which uniformly distributes

~F = +(
4πG

3
)khMρrrr̂ (20)

As a ~F = +kr̂ shape, this force is repulsive force, and
is proportional to r like dark energy.

If we assume that this force is the same as the existing
force related to dark energy,

(
4πG

3
)khMρrr =

1

3
ΛMc2r (21)

Λ =
4πGkhρr

c2
(22)

Here, the total mass, M was used, as the force by GPE
affects all particles in the three-dimensional sphere.

Then, let’s figure out constant kh from the current ob-
servation results, and verify whether Λ calculated by us
is a right value.

Not mass-energy, we are measuring a gravitational ef-
fect from the observation of the universe, and supposing
the existence of mass-energy corresponding to the gravi-
tational effect.

The ratio of magnitude of gravitational effects of the
present dark energy and matters can be yielded as below.

DarkEnergy
Matter ≈ 72.1

4.6 = 15.67 = |U−+

U++
|

kh = 15.67× 3

5
= 9.40 (23)

Λ =
4πGkhρr

c2
= 3.64× 10−52[

1

m2
] (24)

This value is in accord with the dimension of cosmo-
logical constant that is being inferred from the existing
observation results, and is similar with the prediction,
too.

According to this hypothesis that our universe consists
of negative energy and positive energy of the same scale,
it appears that the total mass accelerated by GPE is 2M.
Thus, cosmological constant value can be reduced by 1/2.

Anyways, we can see that the force generated from
GPE by antigravity has the same shape as the force by
dark energy, and that it is possible to accurately explain
its magnitude and repulsive effect.

Moreover, we figured out the secondary term to verify
whether this model would be right,

The force generated from GPE by antigravity can be
indicated like
F = ( 4πG

3 )kh(t)Mρrr = 1
3Λ(t)Mc2r

C. Meanings including proof

1) The essence of dark energy (accelerating expansion)
is antigravity.

2) The force by U−+(GPE between negative mass and
positive mass, positive GPE) is
~F = ( 4πG

3 )kh(t)Mρrrr̂ = 1
3Λ(t)Mc2rr̂

shaped, and it is needed to conduct an observatory
experiment of Λ(t), for verification of this model.

3) The above evidence explains why dark energy looks
like a constant.

4) “Negative mass” and “antimatter with a possibil-
ity of generating antigravity” [21] can be candidates of
antigravity source.

5) The above evidence only considered forms of mat-
ters, but implies that dark energy is a function of time,
considering radiation or the secondary term. There is a
need of figuring out a relativistic formula including radi-
ation.

6) Even if mass-energy of antigravity source is equal
to mass-energy of gravity source, the repulsive gravity
effect could be 15 times bigger than the gravitational
effect resulting from gravity source.

7) We can answer the CCC(Cosmological Constant Co-
incidence) problem of “Why does dark energy have the
similar scale with matters?”. It is because it has the same
gravitational effect as them.

8) We can consider a general shape, U = krn (n is
real number) as a cause for dark energy, and thus there
is a high possibility that it is no accident that the above
evidence is valid.

9) While the existing cosmological constant or vacuum
energy is a concept not to conserve energy, GPE is con-
served.

V. Inflation, decelerating expan-
sion and accelerating expansion

We made a program that is able to calculate GPE from
locations of each particle.

It can not simulate the whole process from the big bang
to the present due to the limit of personal computer that
the numbers of particles to be simulated is limited, but
we can obviously examine the change.

This simulation is showing incredible results. It not
only explains the total energy of the universe, flatness,
and the essence ( Zero energy, Pair creation of negative
mass and positive mass ) of the process of birth of the uni-
verse, but it explains inflation, decelerating expansion in
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the early stage, accelerating expansion in the late stage,
and dark matter through the only term, negative energy.
Moreover, this negative energy is one that is essentially
required by the law of energy conservation.

A. Birth of the universe from zero energy state
[Simulation Video] [19]
1) computer simulation

Figure 14: m+=+1 (1,000ea), −m− = −1 (1,000ea),
U++ = −5190.4707907, U−− = −5308.0373689, U−+ =
+10499.2712222, Utot = 0.7630625

Total rest mass energy is zero. Total GPE (Utot) is
+0.7630625.
| Utot

U−+
| = 0.0000726, so Utot is almost zero.

We could not make Utot = 0 for there were too many
particles. Therefore, we simulated dividing the value of
Utot into two parts which are when it is little bit bigger
than 0 (+0.76306) and when smaller than 0 (−0.53277),
and we could gain almost similar results. (Attached 1, 2)

2) Accelerating expansion of the universe (inflation)
It can be confirmed that even though the total energy

starts with 0, the universe expands and positive masses
combine one another due to attractive interaction among
themselves, while negative masses can not form massive
mass structure because of repulsive interaction.

The pair creation model of negative mass and positive
mass explains “energy conservation” in times of the birth
of the universe and ”expansion after the birth” naturally,
and it does not need institution of new mechanism or
field like inflaton or inflation itself [22], and it explains
this effect with only gravity.

3) Change of GPE
The graph above is that the change of GPE related

with positive mass and Utot drawn through graph.
As we have observed activities of only positive masses,

”GPE related with positive mass (U++ + U−+)” has a
significant meaning.

a) Nevertheless the value of Utot changes from 0 to neg-
ative value, the universe expands for GPE related with
positive mass has + value.

Figure 15: Fig.15-a.The ratio of negative GPE to positive
GPE of the early universe. We can confirm that as the
universe expands, (+GPE/−GPE) ratio decreases, and
Utot gets to be negative value. Fig.15-b. Total GPE of
the early universe. Fig.15-c. Utot of the early universe
and GPE related with positive mass. It looks almost like
a straight line for the size of Utot is relatively small.

b) Note that nevertheless the total energy is 0, GPE
related with positive mass has very big positive value, and
this value approaches to 0 very rapidly. This explains the
dramatic expansion like the early universe inflation and
the finish of this inflation mechanism.

c) The thing we can notice by this and the next sim-
ulation is that if time goes bit more, Utot and GPE re-
lated with positive mass both have negative values, and
the universe is converted to the decelerating expansion
stage.

d) In order to explain the flatness of the universe, typ-
ical researchers assume the inflation mechanism and ex-
plain it using this. But Zero Energy Universe does not
need institution of new field for it guarantees flatness it-
self, and additionally, the simulation above means that
the accelerating expansion of the early universe can be
explained with gravity without instituting new field.
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4) Change of GPE related with positive mass and Utot
in three initial value

Figure 16: Fig16-a. Total rest mass energy=0,
Utot(initial value)= +51.79 / +0.76 / −0.53. Time
scale=0.5, Step scale(+51.79,−0.53)=200, Step
scale(+0.76)=250, Fig16-b. Change of GPE related with
positive mass in three cases

GPE related with positive mass has very big positive
value, and this value approaches to 0 very rapidly.

B. GPE among distant galaxies and accelerating
expansion

1) When positive mass is spread through relatively
large area

[Simulation Video] [23]
After the birth of the universe, positive masses bind

together by attractive interaction. Meanwhile, negative
masses are being almost uniformly distributed because of
repulsive interaction. Negative masses are gravitational
bounded to massive positive masses (Galaxy or Galaxy
cluster) for massive positive mass has attractive effect on
negative mass. [2]

a) The ratio of +GPE to − GPE of distant galaxy
i) Early status is that positive GPE is smaller than

negative GPE, and the Utot has negative value. This
negative GPE status results from gravitational binding
of positive masses.

ii) As time goes by, binding of positive mass increases
due to attractive interaction, and the absolute value of
negative gravity potential reaches maximum.

Figure 17: Distant galaxy the structure that negative
mass surrounds galaxy composed of positive mass. m+

= (1 X 500) + (1 X 500) = + 1000, center1(−1000,0,0),
center2(+1000,0,0), R=150, −m− = (−1 X 500) +(−1
X 500) = −1000, negative mass distribution : −250 ≤
(x± 1000), y, z ≤ +250. We simulated having it has unit
mass of positive mass and negative mass.

iii) The absolute value of negative GPE decreases due
to positive mass has a gravitational binding and negative
mass does gravitational contraction and Utot is converted
to positive value as a result. Center of gravitational con-
traction of negative masses is galaxy or galaxy cluster.

iv) Utot and GPE related with positive mass both are
converted to positive value. Therefore, the universe gets
to an era of accelerating expansion again.

v) On the simulation above, we can confirm that
+GPE increases 200% the value of −GPE, and for we
deduce the universal components through GPE, we will
guess that repulsive dark energy increases 200% the value
of attractive mass energy (matter + dark matter, as a
general deduction).

b) Utot and GPE related with positive mass on distant
galaxy

i) In the early universe, GPE related with positive mass
had very big + value, but this value gets smaller as posi-
tive masses binds together and comprise of galaxy struc-
ture. On the simulation above, it still has positive value,
and so it is in the status of accelerating expansion.

ii) We can notice that Utot and GPE related with posi-
tive mass both are converted to negative value by gravita-
tional binding of positive masses. Therefore, the universe
gets to an era of decelerating expansion.

iii) GPE related with positive mass is converted to pos-
itive value due to negative mass does gravitational con-
traction around massive positive mass(Galaxy or Galaxy
Cluster). Therefore, the universe gets to an era of accel-
erating expansion again.

iv) The decelerating expansion and accelerating expan-
sion is naturally explained through ”pair creation model
of negative mass and positive mass”, and the conversion
from accelerating expansion to decelerating expansion
and from decelerating expansion to accelerating expan-
sion is explained in sequence.
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Figure 18: Fig.18-a.The ratio of +GPE to − GPE of
distant galaxy. Fig.18-b. Utot and GPE related with
positive mass on distant galaxy. Note that GPE value
related with positive mass changes from positive value to
negative value, and to positive value again. This repre-
sents acceleration expansion − > deceleration expansion
− > acceleration expansion of the universe.

v) The conversion from negative value to positive value
shall be done more smoothly than the graph above for
there exist thousands of billions of galaxies in our uni-
verse.

c) The change of distance and relative speed among
distant galaxies

Massive positive mass is given a birth from the 8th
stage due to gravitational contraction. We calculated
distance between the two massive positive masses (cor-
responding to the galaxy or galaxy cluster) and relative
speeds of the two from then.

We can notice that there exits positive acceleration,
and it corresponds to accelerating expansion.

d) GPE related with positive mass and negative mass
Positive mass and negative mass have different GPE

value each other, therefore their movements are different
each other.

2) When positive mass is spread through relatively
small area

[Simulation Video] [19]
The reason why we set the unit mass of positive masses

bigger than that of negative masses is that positive
masses increased through gravitational binding due to
attractive interaction, while mass increase mechanism of
negative masses is limited due to repulsive interaction.

a) The ratio of +GPE to −GPE of distant galaxy

Figure 19: Figure19-a.The change of distance and rel-
ative speed among distant galaxies. Figure19-b. GPE
related with positive mass and negative mass

It is same with the analysis of “1)When positive mass
is spread through relatively large area” above. We can
confirm that repulsive +GPE increased to 300% the level
of −GPE. Considering that the present universe dark en-
ergy rates 258% of attractive energy, we can notice that
this model can explain the present dark energy problem.

b) Utot and GPE related with positive mass on distant
galaxy.

It is same with the analysis of B−1) above, and it is
confirmed that Utot and GPE value related with posi-
tive mass both are converted to positive value, as nega-
tive mass does gravitational contraction around massive
positive mass. This means that our universe is naturally

Figure 20: Distant galaxy the structure that negative
mass surrounds galaxy composed of positive mass. When
positive mass is spread through relatively small area. m+

= (1 X 300) + (1 X 300) = + 600, center1(−1000,0,0),
center2(+1000,0,0), within R=40, −m− = (−0.2 X 1500)
+(−0.2 X 1500) = −600, negative mass distribution :
−250 ≤ (x± 1000), y, z ≤ +250.
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Figure 21: Fig.21-a.The ratio of +GPE to −GPE of dis-
tant galaxy. Fig.21-b. Utot and GPE related with pos-
itive mass on distant galaxy. Fig.21-c. Distance and
relative speed of distant galaxy.

converted from decelerating expansion to accelerating ex-
pansion.

c) Distance and relative speed of distant galaxy

Massive positive mass is given a birth due to gravita-
tional contraction. We calculated distance between the
two massive positive masses and relative speeds of the
two from then.

It is appearing to be greatly affected by the movements
of the individual particles, but in overall, it is showing
accelerating expansion effect.

C. Change of GPE among close galaxies

[Simulation Video] [19]

1)The ratio of +GPE to −GPE of close galaxies

a) It is a status that positive GPE is smaller than neg-
ative GPE and so Utot has negative value. This negative
GPE status results from gravitational binding of positive
masses.

b) As time goes by, positive masses bind due to attrac-
tive interaction.

c) During 10–12 stages, gravitational potential value
increase momentarily due to movements of the two mas-
sive positive masses.

d) As negative mass does gravitational contraction

Figure 22: Close galaxies and negative mass distribution.
m+ = (1 X 300) + (1 X 300) = + 600, center1(−150,0,0),
center2(+150,0,0), Positive mass is spread within R=180.
−m− = −0.2 X 3000 = −600, negative mass distribution:
−500 ≤ x, y, z ≤ +500

Figure 23: Fig.22-a.The ratio of +GPE to −GPE of close
galaxies. Fig.22-b. Is a result of simulating the detailed
steps from 12-11 steps to 13-20 steps after dividing 12 14
steps into 20 steps. Fig.22-c. Utot and GPE related with
positive mass on closed galaxy.

around massive positive mass, value of +GPE increased,
and Utot value is converted to positive value as a result.

2) The change of Utot and GPE related with positive
mass among close galaxies

a) It is shown that as negative mass does gravitational
contraction around massive positive mass, Utot and GPE
value related with positive mass both are converted to
positive value. This means that our universe is converted
from decelerating expansion to accelerating expansion.

b) The change of expansion acceleration of the universe
takes place by positive masses and negative masses, doing
gravitational binding and forming galactic structure.

D. Gravitational contraction due to positive
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mass and negative mass
1) When positive mass does gravitational contraction
The structure that negative mass surrounds galaxy

composed of positive mass.

Figure 24: −m−= (−1 X500)+(−1 X500)= -1000,
negative mass distribution: center1(−1000,0,0), cen-
ter2(+1000,0,0), within R=220∼250. m+ = (+1X500)
+ (+1X500)= +1000, positive mass distribution :
center1(−1000,0,0), center2(+1000,0,0), within a)R0 ∼
R200, b)R0 ∼ R150, c)R0 ∼ R100, d)R0 ∼ R50

It is shown that as positive mass does gravitational
contraction, Utot and GPE value related with positive
mass both gradually smaller (negative value).

This means that our universe is converted from ac-
celerating expansion (inflation) in the early universe to
decelerating expansion.

2) When negative mass does gravitational contraction

Figure 25: m+ = (500 X1) + (500 X1)= 1000,
positive mass distribution: center1(-1000,0,0), cen-
ter2(+1000,0,0). −m− = (-1X500) + (-1X500)= -1000,
negative mass distribution : center1(-1000,0,0), cen-
ter2(+1000,0,0), within a)R50 ∼ R250, b)R50 ∼ R200,
c)R50 ∼ R150, d)R50 ∼ R100

It is shown that as negative mass does gravitational
contraction around massive positive mass, Utot and GPE
value related with positive mass both are bigger.

This means that our universe is converted from deceler-
ating expansion to accelerating expansion (Dark Energy).

E. Distant six galaxies

[Simulation Video] [19]

Figure 26: Distant six galaxies. m+ = +100 X 6 = +600.
Each +100 at (±1000, 0, 0),(0,±1000, 0),(0, 0,±1000).
−m− = (−0.4 X 250) X 6 = − 600, center(±1000, 0, 0),
center(0,±1000, 0), center(0, 0,±1000) negative mass is
spread within −250 ≤ x, y, z ≤ +250

Figure 27: Fig.27-a.The ratio of +GPE to −GPE on six
galaxies. Fig.27-b. Utot and GPE related with positive
mass on six galaxies.

1) The ratio of +GPE to −GPE and GPE related with
positive mass on six galaxies (fig.27)
Utot and GPE related with positive mass both have a

positive value. Therefore, expansion of universe is accel-
erating.

2) The change of distance and relative speed among
six galaxies (fig.28)

We can notice that there exits positive acceleration,
and it corresponds to accelerating expansion.

F. The change of GPE in the whole time of the
universe

1) The ratio of +GPE/-GPE of universe according to
time. Even if the total GPE is 0, +GPE/-GPE can have
diverse values in the early universe. But it is assumed
that it would have similar graph as time goes.
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Figure 28: Fig.28-a. The change of distance. Fig.28-b.
Relative speed among six galaxies

Figure 29: The change of Utot of universe according to
time. Refer to Fig.15-b, 16-a, 18-b, 21-b, 23-c, 27-b.

2) The change of Utot of universe according to time.
a) GPE approaches to 0 at last as universe gets larger

for it is in proportion to 1/r.
b) Utot can have diverse values in the early universe.

But it is assumed that it would have similar graph as
time goes.

c) It seems that Utot more likely has 0 or positive value.
The homogeneous distribution of negative energy and
positive energy makes Utot have positive value (red line).

Although the total GPE starts with 0 or positive value
in the early stage, it change to negative value as time
goes by, and positive masses forms galaxies binding them-
selves, and as negative mass does gravitational contrac-
tion, it is converted to positive value. This provides natu-
ral explanation about accelerating expansion of the early
universe, decelerating expansion in the first half, and ac-
celerating expansion in the second half.

3) The change of Utot and GPE value related with pos-
itive mass according to time.

In early universe, Even if the total GPE is 0, the uni-
verse can expand in acceleration. The typical matter we

Figure 30: The change of Utot and GPE value related
with positive mass according to time. Refer to Fig.15-
b,c,16-a,b,18-b,21-b,23-c,27-b

observe in the universe is positive mass, and this is be-
cause there are two GPE categories (U++, U−+) related
with positive masses.

Although Utot and GPE value related with positive
mass can have values that have large difference in the
early universe, as time goes by, Utot and GPE value re-
lated with positive mass have values and shapes similar
to each other.

VI. For the new field equation

Einstein’s field equation :

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πGTµν (25)

We need making new Friedmann eq. and Field eq., on
the assumption that negative energy(mass) and positive
energy(mass) coexist.

If negative energy and positive energy coexist, gravita-
tional potential energy consists of the below three terms.

UT = U++ + U−− + U−+

=
∑
i>j

−Gm+im+j

r++ij
+

∑
i>j

−Gm−im−j

r−−ij
+

∑
i,j

+
Gm−im+j

r−+ij

Positive matter :
∑
i>j

−Gm+im+j

r++ij
→ 8πG(++Tµν)

Negative matter :
∑
i>j

−Gm−im−j

r−−ij
→ 8πG(−−Tµν)

Dark Energy :
∑
i,j

+
Gm−im+j

r−+ij
→ 8πG(−+Tµν)

Therefore, new field equation (Hyoyoung’s field eq.)

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πG(++Tµν + −−Tµν + −+Tµν) (26)

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR = 8πG(++Tµν + −−Tµν −

Λ(t)

8πG
gµν) (27)

At this time, we should considering the structure that
negative mass surrounds galaxy or galaxy cluster com-
posed of positive mass. Refer to Fig13, Fig20, Fig26.
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VII. Conclusion

From the simulation result of chapter II and acceler-
ating expansion of the universe, there is possibility that
our universe is composed of negative and positive energy
(mass). From analysis results of chapter III, total GPE
has 3 components and it is known that the total of this
GPE can have positive, negative and zero values.

No one has seen dark energy or dark matter. We must
remember that we only recognize it through gravitational
effect.

When we judge the components of the universe, we
judge the components by gravitational effect rather than
mass energy.

Therefore, when GPE U−+ exists larger than GPE U
which is generated by materials, we will be confused to
think that some mass energy bigger than the mass energy
of materials exists.

This discovery implies that our belief that size of grav-
itational effect and size of components of the universe
would always 1:1 correspond was wrong.

This model starts with a single assumption that is
“There was a pair creation of negative mass and posi-
tive mass in the early universe”, and in other word, “The
law of energy conservation came into existence when the
universe was birthed.”

This single assumption explains all of the total energy
of the universe, flatness, inflation, decelerating expan-
sion, dark energy, and dark mass.

Diverse momentary assumptions that the typical the-
ories (the momentum of inflation, cosmological constant,
vacuum energy, dark matter like WIMP) have are not
needed, and negative energy is the essential energy to
satisfy energy conservation at the time of birth of the
universe.

Therefore, it is necessary to try to calculate and ob-
serve negative mass more strictly, laying aside the ab-
stract aversion of negative mass.
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